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Plot of (a) the total energy E and (b) the total rotation angle C of a single pulse composed of the Kelvin waves, for various values of (=D). The wave travels at constant speed along the fluid-fluid interface with (solid lines) or without (dashed lines) a change in boundary conditions to a no-slip wall. In the latter case, the front (tail) of the wave hits the no-slip wall at t=20 (t=50). We observe that dissipation rate through absorption increases towards a finite value as tends to zero. Gravitational waves generated by a single pulse of Kelvin waves, traveling at constant speed along a fluid-fluid interface with (a) and without (b) a change in boundary conditions to a no-slip wall. The plots show the average pulse area (E/A), pulse duration (t/A), amplitude (H/A) and dissipation rate through absorption (). The dissipation rate diverges near
the no-slip wall. The pulse duration (dashed lines) matches the front of the waves once it hits the wall while the average pulse area E and amplitude H are diminished. Gravitational Waves Below The Noise Floor NASA's LISA Pathfinder science office Gijs Dosen recently published an analysis of the limits of spacecraft-to-planet laser interferometry here .
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